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A new look for our magazine
WELCO M E

W

elcome to the Winter edition of the
Aiglon magazine – and to a new design
and approach. The last year has been
exciting for the new advancement team. But as
we have considered subjects, writers, photographers, colours and fonts, I have occasionally
been asked what this magazine is “for”.
It is a reasonable question. With increased
use of social media and especially the launch of
the new Aiglon Life website – a living and
breathing space where Aiglonians can connect
and access the online database – the Aiglon
community is connecting in real time to share
memories and stories.
What we miss online, however, is a way to
bring to life the intangible nature of this place,
and the things that bind us all: a love of the
mountains, of our community and of our spirit.
And that’s why the aim of this publication is
not just to tell you about what is happening at
the school today, but also to embody faithfully
our values. I hope it becomes a magazine you
are proud to display and share, an evergreen
reminder of why Aiglon is such a unique
and special place. Tell us what you think at
www.aiglon.ch/magazine.
In my view, the phrase “don’t tell me, show
me” rings very true. For me, the past year
– my first in post – has been a silent phase:
we have been listening, observing, planning and
learning. But, in the meantime, much has been
happening behind the scenes: the organisation
of our 65th anniversary in 2014, the growth
of our office to improve service to alumni and
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parents, the launch of the Aiglon Life website,
the revamp of Aiglon’s main website to
be unveiled in the Spring, and of course,
this magazine. It is hugely satisfying to see
these projects take shape, become a reality
and be put to the test – I am eager to know
if Aiglonians will like what they start to see.
My first year at Aiglon has also been
a revelation personally: I am smitten with the
mountain and the unique nature of Aiglon,
which is so well personified in the Aiglonians
I have met. However, with my initial concentration on building the Advancement Office,
I have not met as many of you as I would
have liked. Now that Mine Diren, our
Community Manager, and Karen Sandri, our
Advancement Assistant, have been appointed,
I am planning a great deal more travel
for the coming months and look forward to
introducing myself in person.
Ultimately, the Advancement Office is here
to serve and inform alumni and parents,
and to ensure that Aiglon – a place that so
many of us continue to call home – has
the reputation, relationships and resources
necessary to thrive. We welcome your
thoughts and feedback and, in due course,
look forward to publishing your letters in the
pages of this magazine.

Joelle Lambiotte du Lac
Director of Advancement

Letters

Aiglonology

News 1

I’m so excited to see what splendid
progress Aiglon has already
made and its terrific plans for the
future – breathtaking to say the
least.
I was delighted to hear of the
big improvement in the IB results
and that the GCSEs were so
excellent too. And, my word,
100 new students – incroyable!
Love to you all.
Joyce Lowe
Staff (1958–81)
Governor (1978–88)
I thought you would like to know
that since leaving Aiglon and
having some time to reflect upon
the school and the experience,
I can firmly say that the themes
of independence, leadership and
resilience that are intertwined
throughout school life create
a fantastic ethos and environment
for pupils. Thanks again for
the opportunity and experience.
David Fitzgerald
Trainee Teacher (2013)
We are always delighted
to receive your letters.
Please write to
advancement@aiglon.ch
or Aiglon Magazine,
Aiglon College, 1885 Chesières,
Switzerland.

School
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Body
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AIGLONOLOGY

New alumni President
Sandro Corsini (Delaware, 1974) and Jonathan
Fackelmayer (Belvedere, 1995) have been
announced as the new President and VicePresident of the Aiglon College Alumni Eagle
Association. “It’s my job to inform alumni about
what’s going on at the school and vice versa”
says Sandro, who works in real estate and
equity trading in Rome, New York and London,
and whose daughter Luia Corsini (Exeter, 2013)
also attended the school. “Sandro and I worked
together in the FOAC Europe for the past five
years so we’re already a great team,” says
Jonathan, who works in private banking in
Geneva. “We’re hoping to increase unity across
the FOACs.”

New website and social media
The new Aiglon alumni portal and online
directory has launched at www.aiglonlife.ch.
“All alumni will be able to update their
contact details on the website,” says Director
of Advancement Joelle Lambiotte du Lac.
“You can add photos, join alumni groups, and
keep up to date with school news and sign up
for events. The network will also be linked to
all other social media.” New Facebook, Twitter
and LinkedIn pages are being rolled out in
parallel to the Aiglon Life website. Social media
and e-marketing expert Mine Diren is joining
the Advancement Office as Community
Manager, along with new Advancement
Assistant Karen Sandri. Any queries about
the new website can be directed to Karen on
+41 24 496 61 82 or advancement@aiglon.ch.

Board of governors
Petraea Heynike, currently on the board of
Daimler and mother of Aiglon alumnus Charl
(Delaware, 2003), has joined the ACA board of
governors. “The spread of experience on the
board is very interesting, ranging from education
experts to entrepreneurs,” she says. “They’re a
very dedicated group of people.” New ACAEA
president Sandro Corsini (Delaware, 1974) was
appointed to the board in November. “My role
on the board is to be the voice of Aiglon’s
alumni,” he says. Clark Thomas has taken over
as the chair of the ASSCA which has oversight
of school’s operations.
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Views from the mountain

HEA D M A S T E R R I C H A R D M C D O N A LD

It’s tempting to try and pick out
a handful of high points when summing
up a student’s term. Actually, the true
high points are often the accumulation
of little things. The smile on a face.
The triumph of a young person over
adversity. A student leaping over a new
hurdle. These accumulated personal
achievements often have a greater critical mass than any one dramatic event.
That said, I’m delighted by our 2013
academic results. Many students will
now realise that they are capable of
much more – and have achieved more
– than they believed possible. This can
be a powerful catalyst for personal
ambition in the broadest and best sense
of the word.
Back in the summer, I was inspired
and uplifted by a jazz trio playing in a
small mountain restaurant. There were
perhaps 40 people present. Two of the
musicians I know very well – part-time
music teachers at Aiglon, Luigi la Marca
and Patrick Perrier, with whom I have
played on many occasions.
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Eco-accreditation
Aiglon has achieved ‘Ecopartenaire’ accreditation from Table
Verte, a group working to make
Villars more sustainable. “It’s great
to work with people who are
committed to these goals, which are
in line with Aiglon's environmental
charter,” says Head of Geography
Cai Cheadle. All new buildings
aim to achieve the highest levels
of energy efficiency (the new
sports centre has solar panels and
excellent insulation). Service
projects (including piste clean-ups
and removing rubbish from Lake
Geneva) are also key. Mrs Cheadle
led preparations for the award
with assistance from staff including
Sophie Scott and Laurence
Jordan and Director of Estates
Marco Beata.

Here on the mountain, we are
privileged to enjoy such a diverse
school community. We come from very
different spectrums of faiths and
cultures, yet we live together here
without sectarian tensions and rivalries.
As teachers, we carry a heavy
responsibility: to invest our young
people with the courage and sense of
service needed to become the architects
of resolution and harmony.
The school is on a positive and energised upward trajectory at the moment,
with a host of activities and ambitions.
This is an opportune time to look at
ourselves and ask: “How can we take all
our performance to the next level?” The
starting point for excellence in a school
is the quality of teaching and learning.
This will be a focus as we strive to
affirm Aiglon’s place as a world leader
in international boarding education.

News 2

Global service projects
There’s something special about
music played in small venues, a beguiling intimacy. When the performance is
truly excellent, when the players glory in
their interplay, it lifts the music and the
audience on a rising wave of well-being.
As an enthusiastic jazz musician I am
of course biased in my appreciation: if
I hear jazz that is inventive, joyous and
really swings, I am quick to be engaged.
On this occasion it struck me how
high quality live music, while seeming
ephemeral, is actually enduring – the
fact that I still recall it now suggests
that all the personal investment in that
performance has left a lasting echo.
As Christmas approaches, it occurs
to me that we should celebrate tiredness
rather than curse it. Very often,
tiredness is an overwhelming feeling
at the end of a long term. But it can
be the gratifying tiredness of a person
completing a long run. Yes, it’s been
hard: physically, emotionally and
mentally challenging. Yet tiredness
also brings the satisfaction of having
completed a particular leg of the race,
and the knowledge that we’ve done
our best. Tiredness may at times be
something we experience in a painful
way, yet it remains a measure of our
unstinting commitment to the things
that matter to us.

A total of 45 Aiglon College
students took part in service
projects in Thailand, Rwanda and
Bulgaria. Seventeen students
taught English, astronomy,
geography, history and science at
the Maele Refugee Camp on the
Thai-Burmese border, which is
home to around 55,000 BurmeseKaren refugees, and 12 students
spent two weeks volunteering
at a school and orphanage in
Kibungo, Rwanda. Highlights of
the trip included teaching, working
with the children and the sisters
in the orphanage, and visiting
mountain gorillas. A further group
of 16 students helped in an orphanage near Sofia, Bulgaria, staying in
the SOS Children's Village.

Round Square

Six lower sixth-formers attended
the Round Square International
Conference at Saint Andrew’s
School in Boca Raton, Florida,
USA. “This year’s theme was
‘Waves of Change’, which gave the
students a deeper understanding
of the ideals of Round Square
and challenged them to be agents
of change,” said Head of Art and
Round Square Coordinator Peter
Willett. Following the conference,
students and staff attended
an alumni reception in Miami.

Tom Meadowcroft

AIGLONOLOGY

HE R E ’ S LO O K I N G A T Y O U

(Alpina, 1978)
Words:
ANNE WOLLENBERG

Photos:
CARLOS CHAVARRIA

“Aiglon teaches you to be outdoors even if it’s
raining,” says Tom Meadowcroft (Alpina, 1978),
winemaker and owner of Meadowcroft Wines.
“There is adventure and opportunity in all weather
conditions.”
Born in Seattle, Meadowcroft has studied,
worked and travelled in Europe and the USA, and
says that his passion for mixing European and
American winemaking styles is born from his
transatlantic spirit and love of nature – key Aiglon
influences on his professional life.
Meadowcroft Wines is based in Sonoma,
California, its tasting room nestled among gardens
and galleries in the picturesque Cornerstone
Gardens community. “At Aiglon, you’re part of
a unique, passionate and nurturing community.
I put my tasting room here in Sonoma because it
embodies those same qualities.” The Aiglon
philosophy of developing mind, body and spirit is
ingrained deeply within him, he adds. “It becomes
second nature.”
Meadowcroft remembers with pleasure lessons
in geography, French, English and the arts,
a unique education and culture that, he says,
continue to influence his relationships. “Aiglonians all have a deep understanding of the world’s
cultures, because of our immersion at an early age
in a clear multiculturalism,” says Meadowcroft.
“The friendships made then continue to illuminate
my life.”

At Aiglon you’re part
of a unique and
nurturing community
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Supporting ambition
STAF F R O O M

PATIENCE FANELLA-KOCH
Director of College and Career Counselling

I

n the world of university and college
admissions, the autumn term is hectic but
highly productive. Our purpose is to help
students prepare the best applications possible,
and then to present them to admission
committees at selective institutions around
the world. The search for the most appropriate
and holistic university match for each student
remains at the heart of our work.
At the same time, we are busy promoting
the benefits of Aiglon's unique curriculum
to the outside world. Last year, more than 70
university representatives from North America
(including highly selective schools such
as Princeton, Northwestern, Georgetown,
NYU), the United Kingdom (including King’s,
LSE, UCL) and a number of other European
countries travelled to Chesières to meet our
students. Simultaneously, Aiglon College
counsellors attended conferences in Monaco,
Switzerland and the United States to continue
networking and learning about current
admission trends and policies.
For the upper sixth students, concentrating
on successfully completing their International
Baccalaureate curriculum, time is focused on
the university and college application process
for placement into selective programmes and
courses around the world. The process requires
students to be incredibly reflective, challenging
them to write applications and personal statements, attend interviews at leading institutions,
and work with our staff to meet all deadlines.
The lower sixth and fifth form students
will meet with the college counselling staff in
individual meetings and attend a careers
course with the Director of College and Career
Counselling for one term. The main themes
at this stage are identifying personal interests
and academic strengths, understanding the
importance of visiting campuses during school
holidays, and preparing for various applications. Intensive SAT preparation provided
by AlphaPrep is now available at Aiglon each
January and April. In addition, each year the
lower sixth form travels to the Geneva CIS
College Fair, where they meet with representatives from more than 100 universities from
around the world.
We hope these next generations of students
will follow in the successful footsteps of
the class of 2013, who achieved impressive IB
results and secured admission to a good
number of excellent universities and colleges
06 AIGLON ISSUE 1 VOLUME 1

Class of 2013 destinations:

The class of 2013 achieved
impressive International
Baccalaureate results, and
secured admission to
excellent universities and
colleges around the world

around the world. Of the 2013 graduating class,
48 per cent are now studying in the United
States, with 23 per cent in the United Kingdom,
13 per cent in France, Italy, Russia and Spain
combined, and 11 per cent in Switzerland.
Additionally, five per cent of the class embarked
on a gap year experience, exploring personal
interests or military service before attending
university next fall. From the UK alone,
students were made 88 offers by 35 universities,
and of the 13 matriculating students heading
there, 11 met their firm (top choice) offers, and
two met their insurance (second choice) offers.
A great result, and deservedly so.

USA
Bentley University,
Massachusetts
Brown University,
Rhode Island
Bryant University,
Rhode Island
George Washington
University, DC
Harvard University,
Massachusetts
Loyola Marymount
University, California
Lynn University, Florida
Massachusetts Maritime
Academy, Mass.
Northeastern University,
Massachusetts
Pratt Institute, New York
Renssaeler Polytechnic
Institute, New York
Stanford University,
California
Suffolk University,
Massachusetts
Tufts University,
Massachusetts
University of California,
Los Angeles
University of California,
Santa Cruz
University of California,
San Diego
University of Rochester,
New York
University of Tampa,
Florida
University of Vermont
UK
City University, London
Coventry University
Hult International Business
School, London
Kingston University
London School of
Economics (LSE)
Regent’s University
University of Exeter
University of the Arts,
London (UAL)
Other
Bocconi University, Italy
Ecole Hôtelière de
Lausanne (EHL),
Switzerland
Glion Institute of Higher
Education, Switzerland
IE University, Spain
Istituto Marangoni, France
Le Cordon Bleu School,
France
Moscow State Institute
of International Relations,
Russia

Photograph:
FELIX ODELL
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Charlotte Rigal
ARO U N D T H E M O U N T A I N

Artist
Words:

SANDRA HAURANT

Photos:
FELIX ODELL

“I love the simple life that people live in the
mountains around here, the relationship with
nature,” says artist Charlotte Rigal. “It’s amazing
when you are walking in the mountains and
you come across a chamois – it takes on magical
proportions.” Rigal, who is originally from
Paris, moved to Switzerland to study ceramics
in 2001, and spent three happy years in Vevey.
She returned to France after her studies to live
in Pau, in the Basque area. But by 2007 she was
back where she feels she belongs: “I fell in love
with Switzerland, literally fell in love,” she says.
Rigal lives in Clarens and works in a fine art
boutique in Vevey, where she enjoys a peaceful
life by the shores of Lake Geneva. “I’m not
a very modern person,” she explains. “I’m not
into the internet, and I don’t have a television.
What I really love is nature, the simple life.
I’d always rather have a picnic outdoors than
eat in a restaurant. I work in the town, but what
I love most is the mountains.”
These days, mountain life isn’t just a source
of enjoyment, it has become an inspiration.
For the past five years, she has been honing
her skills in the traditional Swiss art of payot,
depicting intricate scenes from mountain life
in silhouette form on paper. “The scenes are
often day-to-day events in the countryside,”
she explains. “It might be the cows going up to
mountain pastures, decorated with flowers and
bells, or a lady chasing a goose.”
Payot begins with the creation of intricate
mirror-image drawings on the reverse of the
paper. When these drawings are trimmed away

Creating
a payot scene
for Aiglon
is a unique
commission

with a cutter, they produce delicate, lacelike
silhouettes on black paper.
Rigal frequently works on commissions for
families and businesses, and has worked with
the Swiss National Museum. She is currently
crafting a unique commission – a payot scene
reflecting life at Aiglon College. “I had to get
a real understanding of the school, the students,
the buildings, the sports and activities, and the
relationship with Villars and the mountains.
I visited several times and took photos to make
sure I captured the spirit of the school. It was
fascinating.”
At 60cmx60cm, the work is large and will
take a considerable time to complete: “A frieze
of 5cm in width, 60cm long, might take eight
hours to cut,” she says. But while the work takes
time, Rigal enjoys the intense, meditative
process it involves, describing it as “yoga on
paper.” Not that it is always a serious process:
“There is a great simplicity, but there is always
humour. When I draw, it has to make me smile,”
she says.

E: charlotte.rigal@gmail.com
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FEBRUARY - JUNE

AIGLONOLOGY

Diary

For further information
or to book an event
visit www.aiglonlife.ch

Throughout 2014

Sixty-fifth
celebrations
Join us to celebrate
Aiglon’s anniversary.
The first event of the year
will be a party in Gstaad
on 3 January, followed
by ski weekends in
Mammoth, California on
7-9 March and in
Villars on 14-16 March,
a weekend of festivities
in Villars from 3-6 July,
and gatherings hosted by
alumni around the world.
Help guide the anniversary plans by responding
to the survey at
www.aiglonlife.ch.
As part of the yearlong celebrations, Alumni
President Sandro Corsini
invites you to submit
a two-minute video of
your achievements for
our “Aiglon’s Got Talent”
awards. More details
at www.aiglonlife.ch, on
social media, via email or
contact us with your ideas
alumni@aiglon.ch.

7-9 February 2014

Volunteers &
donors
weekend
The board of governors,
Life Members and senior
staff will gather at Aiglon
for the AGM and annual
volunteers and donors
weekend. At this meeting,
volunteer leaders and
supporters will join the
school’s senior leadership
team to chart the future of
Aiglon (by invitation only).
advancement@aiglon.ch

February, March 2014

Ski races

Forthcoming ski race
events include the Aiglon
College FIS Races in
Gryon and Bretaye on
12-14 February, the ADISR
Championships in Bretaye
from 4-5 March, interhouse skiing in Bretaye
on 10-11 March and
the Aiglon College Cup
in Gryon and Bretaye on
13-14 March.

21-22 March 2014

Parents
weekend

The first 2014 parents
weekend takes place on
Friday 21 March. There
will be prize-giving and
parent teacher meetings.

20-21 June 2014

Graduation
A dinner for parents of
graduands will be held on
Friday 20 June 2014 at the
Chalet RoyAlp Hotel. The
graduation ceremony is
on Saturday 21 June 2014,
which coincides with
founder John Corlette’s
birthday, and will be
followed by a dinner for
graduates, parents and
alumni in Geneva on the
evening of 21 June. Book
your accommodation now
– it will be a busy weekend
in Villars. More information
at www.aiglonlife.ch or
contact Karen Sandri at
advancement@aiglon.ch.
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LucyWiddows
P R I VA T E P A S S I O N S

History teacher
and universities adviser

“

Words:
ANNE WOLLENBERG

Photos:
FELIX ODELL

I

love anything old,” says History
teacher Lucy Widdows. “All my
furniture is antique and I own
a Triumph Spitfire 1500.” She particularly loves glass, and collects art glass
from the 1950s and ’60s.
“I mostly collect Murano glass in
the ‘sommerso’ or ‘cased’ style, which
has layers of translucent, contrasting
colours within the same piece. My
favourite designers are Archimede
Seguso and Flavio Poli, a master of the
sommerso technique."
Miss Widdows bought her first piece
from a French flea market around 10
years ago. “Two lamp bases in freeform
art glass caught my eye,” she remembers. “My godmother lent me the
money for one and I'll always regret
not buying the other – it's definitely
the one that got away. I thought the
stallholder might not have noticed its
distinctive Baccarat mark and tried,
unsuccessfully, to haggle.”
And the piece she did buy? “It's
chipped, but I loved it so much I
bought it anyway. It's still my favourite,” she says. “My dad and my friends
buy pieces they've spotted at car boot
sales and antique shops, and I enjoy
the thrill of bidding for bargains on
eBay.”

Miss Widdows has always had an
affinity for glass. She was a champion
marbles player at primary school and
spent family holidays combing beaches
for pieces of coloured glass. “It's also
about light. I dabble in watercolours
and I'm intrigued by light and colour.”
Her love of collecting and investigating old items carried through into
her academic career. She graduated
from Cambridge University in 1998
with a degree in Archaeology and
Anthropology, and remembers learning
about glass – particularly of Roman
origin – with great fondness.
Miss Widdows comes from a family
with a rich tradition of teaching.
As a child she called a boarding school
home, namely Christ College in Brecon,
Wales. “So I'm used to being in that
environment and I love being able to
contribute and help students beyond
the school day. A highlight, for me,
of the third form trip to Lucerne,
is taking the students to visit the Glasi
Hergiswil glass workshop.”
She now has around 20 pieces in her
collection, including lamp bases and
bowls. “I’m not sure how much more
I’ll be able to continue growing it,” she
reflects. “This type of glass is becoming
more popular with serious collectors!”

Miss Widdows bought
her first piece from
a French flea market
around 10 years ago
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The expedition store:
Climbing and
mountaineering
11

Photos: MARCUS GINNS

As every Aiglonian knows,
successul expedition is built
on the right equipment.
1 Harness
2 Via Ferrata leashes
3 Helmet
4 Crampons
5 Belay devices
6 Sling
7 Chalk bag
8 Quick draw
9 Ice axe – climbing
10 Ice hammer – climbing
11 Ice axe – walking/touring
12 Mountain boots
13 Ice screws
14 Map
15 Rock shoes
16 Rope
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Hamburger Kunsthalle/The Bridgeman Art Library

Since the beginning of recorded
history, humans have taken time
out of ordinary life in pursuit
of silence. Lucy Jolin explores the
stillness.

Silence
Words:
LUCY JOLIN

W

hat is silence? It’s contradictory: we hear it.
It’s the absence of noise, but no silence is the
same. Humankind has gone to extraordinary
lengths to seek it – up the highest mountains, through
astonishing feats of ascetism or physical efforts –
yet everything we do banishes it. We claim to love it,
yet it terrifies us. It’s intangible but sometimes almost
palpable. Small wonder that it has fascinated humanity
across the ages: from the Buddhist tradition of
meditation, to the spread of monasticism from Syria
to Europe; from the Quakers’ silent worship, right up to
modern “retreats” for those seeking quiet in an increasingly noisy world.
To Aiglon’s founder, John Corlette, silence was
essential for spiritual growth. He placed it at the heart of
the school day, and it’s still there in morning meditation
– quiet reflection as a soil in which the seed of an idea
can be planted. “The central and most important part of
the exercise is silence,” he wrote. “For most people, only
when the mind and body are stilled can the voice of
God be heard, or, to put it differently, can we pick up
the direct signals concerning the truth about everything
which are constantly being sent out, but to which we are
normally insensitive.”

The Wanderer above the Sea of Fog
(oil on canvas, 1818)
by Caspar David Friedrich.
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Silence makes us receptive, then. But it’s also a way of
appreciating sound. “We welcome that silence because
we have a particularly busy day,” says Head Master Richard
McDonald. “It’s through these periods of silence that we can
give ourselves space to be reflective. It’s very hard to be reflective
if we are surrounded by noise. For me, the power of silence
becomes magnified when it’s set into contrast with the noise
– metaphorical and real – of life. I often draw a parallel with
a pause in a piece of music, whether it’s a piece of classical music
or a piece of improvisation, or a drop in a piece of techno music.
That silence has its own entity. It marks presence, not absence,
not nothing.”
Take the famous John Cage piece, 4’33”. Four minutes, 33
seconds not of pure silence, as many mistakenly believe, but of
whatever other sounds occur in that time period after a musician
is following the piece’s instructions not to play. Cage was part of
a movement that felt music could be almost any kind of sound,
an idea developed in parallel to the modern literary theory that
holds that any text is susceptible to literary criticism.
“He was questioning what music is, the relationship between
sound and music, and the idea of music being organised
sound,” says Head of Modern Languages and Delaware Deputy
Houseparent Ian Carter. “If you sit in a concert hall thinking
you are going to hear a piano piece but in fact you hear four
minutes and 33 seconds of silence, that makes you reflect on
what is in fact going on around you – the kind of sounds that are
part and parcel of everyday concert-going but aren’t what some
might call music.”
So silence is powerful. Silent protests can certainly be among
the most eloquent. John Francis, the “Planetwalker”, knows
this first-hand. Back in 1971, two oil tankers collided in the
San Francisco Bay. Eight hundred and forty thousand gallons
of crude spilled out into the sea. More than 10,000 birds died.
Francis, then 26, witnessed the aftermath: “I have never seen
so much death and destruction of wildlife,” he remembers.
He wanted to do something. First, he gave up travelling in cars.
And then, finding that this decision sparked off numerous
arguments as to whether one man really could make a difference,
he gave up speaking.
“The Hobbit is one of my favourite books,” he says, “and
hobbits don’t receive gifts for their birthday. They give gifts.
I decided to give my community a gift and stop talking. I was
arguing so much. I just wanted to stop.” Francis did not speak
for the next 17 years. Carrying little but a backpack and a banjo,
he walked across the US from coast to coast. He crossed the
Sierra and the Rocky Mountains. He gained an undergraduate
degree, a master’s and a PhD, without saying a word.
“It was like going through a door,” he says. “When I put my
head through into this silence, things started happening that had
never happened before. I guess the reason was that I had never
been quiet or silent before. And the first thing that happened was
that I recognised this was a place I’d never been, this place of
silence. But things weren’t really silent in this place. There were
still all these conversations I was having in my own thoughts,
going around and around. Since I didn’t have any conversations,
all the chatter slowly went away. Then I realised that this was the
first time in a long time that I actually listened to people.”
It was an odd moment, he says: both sad and intensely joyful.
“Sad, because I had missed so many opportunities to learn from
others. Happy, when I realised I could learn. I could start right
now.”
Francis never felt trapped by his decision. He revisited it
every year on his birthday. When he felt that he needed to speak
about what he had learned, he started talking again. He has since
written two books – Planetwalker and The Ragged Edge of
Silence – become a UN Goodwill Ambassador and is running for
Mayor in his local town.
And silence is also a way of communicating. Galya Morrell,
the child of nomadic Komi caribou herders, remembers her
summer holidays with her grandparents on the great tundra.

They didn’t talk much. At first, she took this as a sign that they
were angry with her. But she began to understand that words
were not the only way of speaking. When the air is so cold
it hurts to speak, and your body is swathed in furs, there are
better ways to get your message across. “The hunter does better
to listen than to talk,” she says. “Animals hear everything.
So hunters talk in total silence. Words are so primitive. There are
so many more forms of communication that we as humans can
use, using our bodies, our faces, our spirits.”
When pregnant with her second child, Morrell – whose life
has seen her embrace roles including adventure artist, former
Red Army officer, journalist and Arctic traveller – found
herself alone in a settlement in the high Arctic. The inhabitants
had all left to hunt. Wandering around the village, she spotted
a movement by the dustbins. A polar bear.
The two creatures looked at each other.
“In that moment I heard the silence of the entire world,”
Morrell remembers, 23 years later. “I could have been eaten in
a second. Nobody could have done anything about it. I could
not call for help because the village was empty. I couldn’t do
anything with words.”
In the pure silence, Morell heard nothing except three
heartbeats – the bear’s, her own and that of her unborn child.
Then the bear walked away. “I’ve never heard anything stronger,
before or since, than that silence,” she says.
Yet silence is not always golden. There’s a difference, says
Diarmuid McCulloch, Professor of the History of the Church at
the University of Oxford and the author of Silence: A Christian
History, between the kind of fertile silence that allows thought
and spirituality to flourish, and the kind which smothers those
things. “Growing up as a gay teenager in the 1960s, I’m very
aware of the silences that were necessary in those days,” he says.
“Because it was simply something you didn’t talk about. And
so I could see that society was constructed on certain silences
which, if you had ears to hear, were very loud indeed.”
How can you tell the difference between “good” and “bad”
silence? “In the words of Our Lord: ‘Ye shall know them by their
fruits’,” says McCulloch. “The moment that silence produces
fear, misery and emotional damage, it’s doing a bad job. Or when
it’s associated with inappropriate use of power, bullying, and
silencing voices which need to be heard, then it’s bad. Sometimes
supposedly good reasons are put forward for being silent.
That’s when every individual has to make their own decision
and try and exercise moral discernment.”
Silence is good and bad; quiet and loud. It is the ice that
creaks and cracks and sings to Galya Morrell as she dances on
the tundra to an audience of nobody. It’s the voices of the people
John Francis met on his 17-year journey, who taught him, he
says, that we are all part of this thing we call “the environment.”
It’s the music of rustling concert programmes, of birdsong
outside the window of Delaware House. It is, as McCulloch puts
it, “partly the absence of words, but partly the transcendence
of words.” It’s a life and death drama in the Arctic, a trek across
the wilderness, a community that refuses to acknowledge
a truth. “Silence isn’t necessarily not speaking,” says Francis.
“It’s something else. And that’s for us to discover.”
And that journey towards discovery is one that everyone can
make – and one, perhaps, that everyone needs. “Everywhere
we go, in all walks of life, there is noise of some sort,” says
Mr Carter. “I don’t just mean physical noise, either. Texts and
emails are all part of a world which is increasingly noisy in the
widest sense. In my meditation last term, I wanted to draw
students’ attention to the daily silence, this unique moment,
and to the importance silence can have in nurturing them. I was
suggesting that perhaps silence and being still and being within
oneself are important elements in finding out who we are.”
To read John Corlette’s notes on “The Aiglon Meditation”
visit www.johncorlette.com; to read Mr Carter’s meditation on
silence visit www.aiglon.ch/meditation.
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Kenneth Howard
(Chantecler, 1957)

Composer, TV director

Heartbreak Hotel

Elvis Presley
(1956, RCA Victor)

At Aiglon I played guitar in our
skiffle group; we actually
made a record, Time There
Was. We recorded it on Mr
Corlette’s tape recorder then
cut a disc at EMI on Oxford
Street, which I still have.
The person that really
affected me was Elvis. I’d
heard Heartbreak Hotel before
I went to the school and
thought it extraordinary. I’d
never heard anything like it.
I asked my mum to send
me over his rock’n’roll LP, the
famous one. She went to
Harrods to buy it and mailed
it out to me. Imagine buying
Elvis in Harrods! It was a great
hit with the other kids.

It was a 78rpm flexible
vinyl record, a format that
had just been brought out
– it didn’t break if you dropped
it. I wish I still had it. Now
I’ve got everything: MP3s,
a recording studio in my
house. But there was something about LPs; the large
format, the sleeve art, the
cover notes.
Elvis had a sexiness in his
delivery. We only had boring
people like Val Doonican – not
exciting or sexy. Presley was
my hero. Years later I was the
first British songwriter to have
a hit with him, with I’ve Lost
You.
Of all his tracks, for me it
was Heartbreak Hotel. The
construction is so strange. It’s
unlike songs that came before,
and even after it. And there’s
his distinctive voice. The lyrics
are incredible: “Down at the
end of lonely street…” Anyone
who’s ever been in love knows
a Heartbreak Hotel. It sent
shivers down my spine – still
does.

What’s on your Aiglon soundtrack?
Six Aiglonians share the song that best
evokes their days at school.

Interviews:
PENELOPE RANCE
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Tony JhangianiJashanmal
(Alpina, 1965)

Executive director
Jashanmal Group, Dubai

I Want To Hold Your Hand
The Beatles
(1963, Parlophone)

In the early 60s, the predominant music for young people
was American, dominated by
Elvis Presley, Pat Boone, even
Frank Sinatra. We listened to
American folk song and pop –
even jazz.
Then in 1963 English music
came up, starting with The
Beatles. I Want To Hold Your
Hand stands out the most.
The lyrics were different – it
was more than just “I love
you, you love me”. It had
a strong impact on us. It was
directed at a younger crowd
and it felt like our music.
You felt it was your voice,
your generation.
We went to Le Sporting,
which is still there in the
centre of Villars. It had a small
area in the back for bands and
played music all day long.
And at the Patinoire, the
skating rink, you could listen
to our type of popular music.
We listened on 78rpm vinyl
records. We were sharing
rooms, with up to four in
each, and someone usually
had a small record player.
We couldn’t have radios, as
they were too big then. People
would go home on holiday
and bring back two or three
of their favourite records.
I still listen to The Beatles
on CD, usually at home or in
the car.
I’m in my mid-60s and so
are my friends. We grew up all
over the world but we all had
the same songs. So now we
put them on when we have
dinner or a bit of a dance.
And we reminisce – it reminds
you of the good times when
you were 16.

Oliver Bareau

Cindy Seoyoon Yoon

Executive director
JP Morgan Singapore

Retail manager
Burberry, South Korea

Sultans of Swing

Djobi Djoba

Our teacher, Mr Lunn, introduced me to so much during
music appreciation in third
form. Among the artists were
Carlos Santana, Dire Straits
and Pink Floyd. At the time I
remember the rest of my class
were more into Nik Kershaw
and Frankie Goes To
Hollywood.
I never heard Dire Straits
played outside the school, so
that’s why Sultans Of Swing
reminds me of Aiglon and that
seminal period in my life. I first
heard it on vinyl and watched
it live on a concert video.
Now I have it on my iPod.
A few years later, in upper
sixth, we performed the
song live at the end of term
concert – with Mr Lunn on
guitar!

Our year played the whole
Gypsy Kings album in the
boarding house when we got
up and got ready for school.
Then once a week we had
form dinner in our kitchen,
and played this song.
We had it on CD and also
made a tape of the songs we
most liked – of course this
was on it. At that time we had
student radio broadcasting on
the campus and we requested
Djobi Djoba all the time.
There were a lot of students
from Spain and Brazil and
they loved it. Someone
just played it one day and it
spread through our year.
It wasn’t a popular song,
so you wouldn’t hear it out in
public. That’s why it’s a good
memory: it wasn’t everywhere,
just among ourselves. After
prep period, after dinner, we
had an hour of free time and
we would play music in one of
the rooms; all friends together.
That’s what comes into my
head when I hear the music
– fun girly nights dancing!
Now and then I listen to it; on
my iPhone it’s in a folder of
songs that bring back good
memories from Aiglon. It’s a
playlist of memories.

(Alpina, 1989)

Dire Straits
(1978, Vertigo Records)

Rosemarie Bata
(Clairmont, 1978)

Owner
osolemedia, Canada

Breezin’

George Benson
(1978, Warner Bros.)

There were no iPods and so
on in the 70s, and I’m pretty
sure we didn’t even have
Sony Walkmans, so you could
really only listen to music
inside – boring! I remember
someone playing Breezin’
once at meditation, however,
which was seriously radical
at that time, when the
usual meditation involved
John Corlette speaking or
Lady Forbes going on about
something.
At the time I listened to it
on a record player, of course.
I probably still have the album,
with my name on it in huge
letters because inevitably
everyone pinched each
other’s records. Do I listen to
it these days? Not much,
really, but I have it on iTunes
and am playing it now!

(Exeter, 1998)

Gypsy Kings
(1998, Elektra Records)

Giovanni Mariggi
(Delaware, 2003)
Associate
Index Ventures UK

One More Time

Daft Punk
(2000, Discovery,
Virgin Records)

The song reminds me of
Aiglon because of great
memories of socialising
on Wednesday and Saturday
nights out, of weekends in
the boarding houses and
of going down to Geneva.
It puts everyone who hears
it in a feel-good mood; it’s
always associated with having
a great time.
It permeated all areas of

our lives, whether we were
relaxing on the balconies in
the summer, in our rooms
doing homework, or out on
the town in Villars.
Our nightspots were the
Bowling, a pretty run down
place which we liked because
members of staff would not
go there, and because they
let us DJ. Then there was
Charlie’s Bar and Gringos,
which we tended to only go
to over parents’ weekend, as
that was where the teachers
would hang out on normal
weekends.
And of course, we visited
all three during our ten-year
reunion this June. About 30
of us came, more than half
the class. We went clubbing
and even had a playlist made.
One More Time was on it – so
we definitely still listen to it!
Ten years on, it was just like
a normal Saturday night out in
Villars when we were 17 – and
Daft Punk was still playing.
Back then I listened to it
on CD, now we’re listening to
it on streaming services. But
I still have it on CD. And I still
play it.

Feyona Lohr

(Le Cerf, Lower 6th)
Current student

Run The World (Girls)
Beyoncé
(2011, Columbia)

I am in Le Cerf and it’s our
house anthem. It’s special to
me because it reminds me of
the friends I have there. We’re
all really close and we don’t
fight, or if we do we get over
it quickly!
When we do inter-house
sports or debating, we use the
song to cheer each other on.
If we play football against
Exeter, we sing our anthem
to the girls who are playing,
to get them going, and we
change “girls” in the song to
“Le Cerf”.
I’m a Beyoncé fan – I like
the beat and the force of her
songs. She seems very sure of
herself, and every song makes
me feel pumped. I listen
to her before I do ski races,
the slalom and giant slalom.
All the Le Cerf girls are
really close and we always
fight for each other – and this
song brings us together.
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Skis
– amodern
history

When the first Aiglonians
went up the mountain they took
skis barely recognisable to
students today. William Ham
Bevan charts their history.

W
Words:

WILLIAM HAM BEVAN

Photographs:
MARCUS GINNS

hen John Corlette took the first Aiglon
students up the mountain in 1949, the ski
equipment at their disposal was primitive.
They would most likely have used heavy skis fashioned
from a single piece of timber, their painted bases
treated with pine tar and an all-important coat of
paraffin wax. Leather boots – susceptible to
waterlogging, however conscientiously treated with
dubbin – would be clipped to the skis with bindings
that had only rudimentary safety features. Aluminium
ski poles would not arrive for another decade, leaving
a choice of heavy steel or easily-snapped bamboo.

Going full circle
Left: Fasstaube – a pair
of hunting skis made
from an oak wine
barrel. Opposite:
pair of combined
rocker/fat boy skis by
Rossignol (2013).
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In the same year that Mr Corlette established
Aiglon College, on the other side of the Atlantic
another visionary was putting his own plans
into practice. Using knowledge gained as an
aeronautical engineer, Baltimore ski-maker
Howard Head perfected a new model made
of aluminium sheeting laminated to a wood and
plastic core. Within a year, he had brought it to
market as the Head Standard, and soon began
to manufacture a version aimed at professional
racers, the Head Master.
There had been attempts to market composite
skis before, with varying degrees of success; but
Head’s innovation changed everything. Turning
on his ski was so much easier that it gained the
nickname of “the Cheater”. European manufacturers began turning out their own aluminium
models which proved unbeatable in giant-slalom
and downhill competition.
Jean Vuarnet’s 1960 Olympic downhill medal,
won on a pair of metal Rossignols, signalled the
end of the age of timber. And at the cutting edge
of ski design, aluminium would soon give way
to a range of high-tech synthetic materials. But
all this technology took some time to penetrate
the market, and many recreational skiers would
have to wait a little longer for the chance to retire
their trusty old planks.

Skiing on timber

Indeed, when Duncan Maxwell (Alpina, 1966)
first arrived at Aiglon College in 1962, an object
of desire for many students was the Kneissl
White Star – the first synthetic ski with
a wooden core, on which Austrian downhiller
Karl Schranz routinely wiped the snow with the
opposition. But Maxwell’s own equipment was
rather more prosaic.
“My first pair of skis were one step away from
being in a museum,” he says. “They were wooden
– not laminated wood, but almost straight off
the sawmill – and the sole was painted. They had
metal edges on them where you could see the
screws. And the bindings were the ones they
called ‘bear traps’.”
Patented as Kandahar bindings – so named
after the British-established ski club in Mürren –
‘bear traps’ consisted of a steel cable that went
around the boot, was kept under tension by a
lever in front of the toe, and clipped down by side
hitches. There was little chance that they would
release in a twisting fall, and because boots only
reached the bottom of the calf, broken or badly
sprained ankles were frighteningly common.
Buckled ski boots were available, such as the
best-selling Speedfit boot made by Swiss
manufacturer Henke. Its advertising slogan was
“Are you still lacing while others are racing?”,
but for most Aiglon students of the mid 60s, the
answer was “yes”. Having to do up both inner
and outer laces on each boot was an onerous
process, particularly with cold fingers.
Maxwell remembers that the trip up in the
gondola allowed just enough time for this. “One
person would put his foot up on the seat between
the opposite person’s legs to do up his boots,
both the inside and outside laces,” he says. “And
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then the other person would do the same, and
you went back and forth. By the time you got
to the top, you’d both have laced up your boots.”

The age of fibreglass and plastic

During the 60s, fibreglass came to prominence
as the crucial component in high-end skis.
As well as the Kneissl White Star, the first
generation included the Rossignol Plume and
the Dynamic VR7. Their rise to dominance in the
slalom discipline was sudden.
Snowsport heritage expert Seth Masia, of the
International Skiing History Association, says:
“The 1964 Olympics were interesting because
they were the last time major alpine ski races
were won on wooden skis. By the next year, all
the slalom competitors were on fibreglass ones.
The giant slalom and downhill skiers, of course,
were already on metal skis.”
These skis had far superior grip thanks to
continuous steel edges, rather than the screwedon metal sections of the old timber models. But
the ability to carve turns more easily was just
as much to do with the other items that formed
the interface between skier and snow. Bindings
became more sophisticated and safer. Plate
bindings (which necessitated attaching a metal
plate to the boot sole), systems such as the
Marker Rotamat, and the first Salomon step-in
models all reached the market, though no single
solution gained strong precedence.
The true game-changer was the plastic boot,
pioneered by boot manufacturers Lange. “These
arrived on the scene in ’65, ’66,” says Masia.
“They were in evidence in the ’66 world
championships in Portillo, and by 1970 you
couldn’t win a ski race in leather boots.”
Once boots were fastened with levered
buckles, the stiffness of the synthetic material
allowed skiers to transfer pressure to the skis
much more efficiently. It also far extended the
life of a pair of boots and eliminated waterproofing problems. “But what plastic would really
enable over the next decade was a reliable interface with the binding,” says Masia, “and this
would bring modern safety standards to skiing.”
After the giant leaps of the 60s, changes in ski
technology became a matter of evolution rather
than revolution. “Ski development stalled,” says
Masia. “Right up until the late 80s, there was
an assumption that the standard Telemark-style
Norwegian ski shape, established in the 30s,
was the way to go for alpine skiing.”
This is not to suggest that ski design didn’t
take some radical turns, but none became the
norm for recreational skiers. A 60s vogue
for short skis, driven by the Graduated Length
Method of tuition, was carried into the 70s by
the first freestyle skiers (known as “hot doggers”,
often dismissively). One freestyle ski, the Olin
Mark IV, even pre-empted the twin-tip designs
that would become popular 25 years later.
Now Ski Coach for Aiglon, David Mansfield
(Belvedere, 1982) first arrived at the College as a
student in 1976. “When I started skiing, skis were
just beginning to resemble the form they have
now,” he says. “They had metal edges, proper

Opposite page:
Ash skis from Finland
(c. 1888) with sea-pipe
bindings made from
bamboo and leather
straps.
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1 (a) Gamasche ski
boot cover (c. 1940s)
and (b) Swiss ski
boot (c. 1948).
The groove in the
sole allows a looped
metal cable to hold
the foot in place.
2 English ski with
Kandahar binding
(c. 1932-46). The
binding consists of
a steel sole plate and
a levered iron clip
which tightens the
looped steel cable
around the heel of
the shoe. A leather
strap fastens around
the top of the boot.
3 The legendary
Kneissl White Star
ski – the first
synthetic ski with
a wooden core, and
a milestone in ski
development. The
ski boot (c.1963-4) is
hand-stitched
leather with metal
buckles. The
Austrian binding is
one of the first
‘step-in’ designs.
4 Henke ski boot
(c. 1965) with the
famous Martin
buckles.
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5 Monoski (c. 1965).
The plates of the
binding may be
adjusted to fit the
length of the ski
boot.
6 Head racing skis
(c. 2000). Poles by
Leki and bindings
by Tyrolia of Austria.
7 Tyrolia polyurethane
racing ski boot
(c. 1995-97).
8 Left to right: Short
carver; medium,
narrow and wide
carver profiles;
Nordica fat-boy
skis, with a width of
10.5cm.

Skis and skiwear provided
courtesy of Ski and
Wintersport Museum, Vaduz,
Lichenstein. With many thanks
to Noldi Beck and family.

sidewalls, top surfaces in more modern
materials, with more attractive designs.”
Again, the ancillary technology of boots and
bindings had as much consequence as the skis.
In 1979, the German DIN standards were
adopted, finally standardising boot sole shape
and binding function across all makes and
models. This, along with far taller boots, caused
rates of ankle injuries to plummet.
The 70s saw the first widespread adoption of
another safety device: brakes that would stop
runaway skis in their tracks after a fall. “In my
second year I had my first skis with stoppers,”
says Mr Mansfield. “They were a good invention.
Before, you had a safety strap that attached you
to the ski, so if you fell, you could get your skis
clattering about your head. Now, the ski would
go on its own way and stop.”

Fat boys and carvers

By the late 80s, the upstart sport of snowboarding was gaining mass appeal; skiers had
two reasons to envy its practitioners. A large
surface area meant boards could float on deep
snow, making light work of off-piste expeditions.
And on the piste, even rookie snowboarders
could execute perfectly carved turns without
skidding the edge – something beyond the ability
of far more experienced skiers.
The first of these issues was solved by the
appearance of “fat boy” powder skis with
exaggerated width, following a 1988 prototype
a product developer at Atomic Skis created by
simply bandsawing a snowboard in two. “Before
these skis, off-piste skiing was really only for
experts,” says Seth Masia. “The proportion of
skiers who could tackle powder with confidence
and elegance was really quite small.”
Nevertheless, it was a second innovation
driven by snowboard envy that would utterly
change the nature and techniques of alpine
skiing. Over several seasons, giant-slalom racers
had been experimenting with a deeper sidecut on
their skis, granting them a tighter turning radius.
But the SCX (Side Cut Extreme) ski produced by
Elan in Slovenia took the concept further, with
what seemed a comically wide shoulder and tail,
and narrow waist. These proved unbeatable
on the racecourse and irresistible to the mass
market. The consensus in ski shaping that had
lasted so long was swept away; Seth Masia
recalls one ski designer saying: “Everything
we thought we knew for 40 years was wrong.”
The carving or “parabolic” ski was born.
“Technology always follows what the elite
racers are doing, and these were developed for
the general public,” says Mr Mansfield. “All of
a sudden, a good intermediate skier was able
to carve turns on a short parabolic ski, to find
their edge easier and get this carving sensation.
That altered everything.”

Rockers and race regulations

Today, ski makers are more inclined than ever
to experiment and to try out radical designs.

Visit a sports shop and you’ll see a panoply of
styles, from basic all-mountain parabolic skis to
twin-tip freestyle models, as well as powder skis
that can exceed 130mm in width.
In recent years, the most notable trend has
been for reverse-camber or “rocker” skis,
pioneered by the Volant Spatula of 2002.
Traditional skis will form a bow-shape if placed
on a flat surface, with the tips and tails in
contact with the plane and the waist in the air.
Rockers reverse this curve, helping the skier to
float in deep snow conditions.
Now a student at Harvard University, James
Stevenson (Prefect and House Captain,
Belvedere, 2013) raced in all alpine disciplines
while at Aiglon, and has a pair of rocker skis
for freeskiing. “I have K2 Pontoons, which are
fantastic in deep snow. I wouldn’t recommend
skiing on piste with them, though – you’ll snap
your knee in two.”
James’s sister Elizabeth Stevenson
(Clairmont, 2008) juggles her English Literature
studies at Stanford University with competing
internationally in the ski-cross discipline. Along
with many of her fellow freestyle skiers, she uses
old pairs of race skis for recreational outings.
“I use Dynastar skis, which have a wooden core,”
she says. “On the one hand this makes the
ski springy, so you have a lot more bounce and
flexibility, and it’s easier to handle in difficult
situations. But I have managed to break two
pairs over the past six months. Other competitors favour metal-core skis, and you have to try
a lot harder to break these!”
But when it comes to race skis in the classic
alpine disciplines, the future is looking a lot
more like the past, thanks to new international
regulations. The Fédération Internationale de
Ski (FIS) has been increasingly concerned at
the number of injuries in top-level racing caused
by skis with a radical sidecut; put simply, the
human anatomy cannot cope with the forces
brought into play. “If you get the turn wrong,
the ski keeps going on its turn, the body goes the
other way, and the middle bit, particularly the
knees, get badly twisted,” says David Mansfield.
So this year, giant-slalom skis have been constrained to a wider turning circle, making them
far straighter – similar, in fact, to those used
in the late 80s and early 90s. All Aiglon College
students taking part in FIS-level races will
have to comply, and young racers who grew up
with parabolic skis are suddenly facing a steep
learning curve.
“Over the summer,” says James Stevenson,
“I got to freeski a bit on the new giant-slalom
skis and it was very different. It’s less fast-paced
and you have to be more patient. We’re all used
to arcing a whole turn, but now you have to
become familiar with a technique called ‘drift
punch’ – really just a fancy way of saying that
you need to skid a bit in the turn.”
“It’ll be an interesting year,” says Mr Mansfield. “I’ll be digging back in the archives to
remember what we did. And I’m ordering a pair
of these skis for myself, so I know what to say in
training!”
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Skills learnt on expedition
don’t just keep you safe on the
mountain: they have valuable
applications in everyday and
professional life.

Mountain
citizens
Words:
VICTORIA JAMES

Illustrations:
DAVID SEMPLE

“I came seeking sweat and found only enlightenment.”
These are the opening words of an account by writer
and leading US environmentalist Bill McKibben of the
year he devoted to living in the mountains mastering
cross-country skiing. We all bring different
expectations into the mountains and, like McKibben,
most of us find there something other than what we
sought.
But, arguably, most important are those lessons and
experiences we choose to carry away with us from wild
places, and bring back to our daily lives and the
professional paths we follow thereafter.
Aiglon’s expedition programme is designed to help
its participants discover what, for each of them, those
things may be. As Head of Expeditions Paul Wright
explains: “We don't set out to produce great climbers
or ski tourers. The challenges merely set the stage
for an adventure to be played out. Even the simplest
walk with good friends to an overnight camp can be
a profound experience.”
Bill O'Connor, who has been leading Aiglon
students on “high-ex” into the mountains for more
than a decade, and who has climbed Mont Blanc and
Himalayan summits numerous times, relishes the very
different learning experience offered by the “dynamic
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classroom of the outdoors”. Students “aren't
always familiar with it,” he explains, “and have
to discover you can’t just get by using
protocols. But for those who embrace it, over
time you see confidence develop and skills
learned.”
Those skills extend to rather more than
setting a compass or erecting a tent. Often,
valuable lessons concern what not to do. “It is
inevitable that things do not always work out
as planned,” says Mr Wright. “Students are
expected to deal with the consequences of their
actions, and if they get lost, forget equipment
or cook an unpleasant meal, the learning is
immediate and memorable.”
In other words, the practical skills, though
essential, are really the least of the insights
acquired in the dynamic classroom of the
mountains. For Mr O'Connor – who in 1982
was one of a four-man team that was the first
to climb Himalayan peak Cholatse – the power
of expedition is that it confers “a spiritual
experience. It’s not about religion or creed, it’s
about gaining insight into yourself and others.
That’s not something life usually allows.
It’s difficult to quantify, but students often say
that expeditions provide some of the most
memorable experiences of their education.”
As well as bestowing personal insights
and practical skills, long after their departure
students find that their time among the
mountains has prepared them for specific
life challenges. Hugh Clarke was Head of
Expeditions for 15 years and, like many
members of staff, often hears from former
students about how their time in the mountains has been invaluable in preparing them
for life in the wider world.
“An alumna who is starting up a business
told me that she has faced many difficulties
that have made her think of giving up,” he
says. “But each time, she has gone back to her
expedition experiences at Aiglon and has
remembered how she managed to keep going.
This has helped her to keep going at her
business, and make a great success of it.”
Louise Thomas, CAS Coordinator, relates
an even closer encounter with an Aiglon
graduate: “Last winter I was with an Aiglon
group in a mountain refuge when we met
a former student who had attended Aiglon in
the 1960s. He had then gone on to be a very
successful businessman, and as we all talked
in the refuge it was obvious that his emotions
and memories of Aiglon expeditions were still
cherished and had influenced and shaped his
life.”
This meeting of Aiglon students past and
present exemplifies the spirit of unity fostered
by the expedition programme. As Mr Clarke
explains, it is not just individual lives that are
enriched, but the collegiate life of the school
itself: “There is nowhere to hide on expedition
and facades are removed,” he says. “This helps
create the unique Aiglon atmosphere of trust
and knowledge of the true nature of character.
Expeditions play a vital role, not just in the
education of our students but in the very heart
and soul of the school.”
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Whether you live in town or country,
work in an office or on the go, the “high-ex”
has lessons for us all.

Lessons for life,
learnt at altitude

1. Cultivate a sense
of peace
“I came to Aiglon in 1977
as a mountaineer and I still
absorb the sheer beauty of
the mountain terrain, but
with a more meditative step.
Going more slowly, looking
at the tiny details of flowers,
observing the chamois,
bouquetins and eagles who
allow me to share this ecosystem with them, gives me
a sense of peace and space.
To make the time in a busy
week to stop, release physical
and mental tensions and come
into contact with your breath
is a life skill that many of
my students have continued.
Then that sense of peace
and space can be tapped into
at any time in your busy life
simply by being aware that it
is always with you.”
Hilary Rhodes,
former Aiglon teacher,
is a yoga instructor

2. Cherish your
circumstances
“On expedition, many of our
comforts and essentials are
removed. We learn to fully
appreciate and cherish how
lucky we are. Never has
food tasted better than after

a strenuous hike to a lonely
summit. The most welcome
shower is the one taken back
in the boarding house after the
long expedition humping
a rucksack on your back for
three days. The smile of your
companions is like gold dust
when fear and uncertainty take
hold. And on our return to
civilisation, I hope we have
the humility to be thankful for
the simple pleasures.”
Paul Wright
is Head of Expeditions

3. Never shy away
from a challenge
“University studies and postgraduate employment are a
kind of mountain, and it’s
important to embark on the
journey prepared. Maintaining
a healthy awareness of your
strengths and weaknesses
helps with the navigation of
such adventures in life. The
only thing separating ‘good’
from ‘great’ in this world is
confidence in yourself and
the willingness to accept
challenges instead of shying
away from them for fear of
falling or failing; if you live in
fear, you will never reach the

top.”
Patience Fanella-Koch
is Director of College
and Career Counselling

4. Know more than you
think you need
“In climbing, as in law, overprepare. If you are a scrambler,
learn how to climb with rope.
If you enjoy Class 4 routes, master
the skills for Class 5. As a lawyer,
you should know more than the
minimum you think necessary
to carry out a task for your client
– even a straightforward sale
of a building can have lurking
issues of inheritance, taxation or
environmental legislation. In the
courtroom or in the mountains,
if you have the knowledge to spot
something unusual coming up you
can think about how to deal with
it and even avoid disaster by
rising to the occasion with skills
you hoped never to use.”
Professor Stephen C. Sieberson
is Professor of Law
at Creighton University,
USA and author
of The Naked Mountaineer (2014)

5. Identify what is really
important
“When you are on a serious
mountain your world shrinks;
what is important becomes quickly
and easily defined. You have to
be focused and want to succeed,
and you learn that you are capable
of so much more than you ever
thought, be it carrying huge
loads or climbing on for 36 hours
to reach safety. You learn the
importance of clearly defined and
shared goals, how to communicate
your thoughts and moderate your
reactions, and most importantly
how to look at problems from all
sides. Finally you learn pragmatism
and patience: mountains and
weather set their own agenda.
You learn to work with them not
against them.”

6. Find lessons
in unexpected places
“The art of walking over varying
terrain in an economical way
is not as easy as you imagine.
Try watching an old shepherd
who has spent years looking
after a flock of sheep – it will be
an education. On steep hillsides
comprised of bog, mossy rocks,
deep bracken and loose scree,
his pace will never vary. From
the sultry days of summer to the
howling gales of autumn, even
when winter frosts have turned
the hills to a skating rink, he’ll
move on regardless, always at
the same pace.”
Malcolm Creasey
is the Technical Officer
of the UK Mountain Training
Association

Louise Thomas
is CAS Coordinator, Arctic explorer
and mountaineer
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The Kalouti Observatory is helping
students bring astronomy to the world

Night sky
over
Aiglon
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Like all good mission statements, Aiglon College's
Space Science department’s aim is simple and
bold: “To bring astronomy to the world”. Since
the department – complete with the Kalouti
Observatory – opened in 2008, it has drawn
in the local community and Aiglon students alike.
Practicals are key to the teaching of science,
and lessons at the observatory capture students’
imaginations, says John Turner, Head of
Physics. “Almost all students are blown away by it.
It’s why we do practicals – they bring the subject
to life. And in astronomy that impact is huge.”
Being high in the Alps helps. “We’re at 1,300
metres so the thinner air makes for better viewing,
and there’s little light pollution,”
Mr Turner explains. “We have some beautiful
nights, and in the summer we see great bands of
the Milky Way.”

Words:
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John Turner

John Bitar

Nicholas Gorham

"We're at 1,300 metres
so the thinner air makes
for better viewing,
and there's little light
pollution. We have some
beautiful nights, and in
the summer we see
great bands of the Milky
Way."

“Having an observatory
in the middle of the
campus is unbelievable.
Being able to use
a telescope means that
instead of studying
endless lists of facts
about a star, I am staring
at it from millions
of miles away. It’s just
amazing”

“Once the passion for
astronomy takes hold,
you begin to question
all the ordinary little
things. After a twentyminute discussion
on black holes and the
exploision of stars
I realise that humanity
is quite insignificant.”

Head of Physics

Alpina, 5th Form

Delaware, Upper 6 th
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Like many Aiglon students, John Bitar
(Alpina, 5th Form) has opted for GCSE
Astronomy. “Having an observatory in the middle
of the campus is unbelievable,” he says. “Being
able to use a telescope means that instead of
studying endless lists of facts about a star, I am
staring at it from millions of miles away. It's just
amazing.”
The observatory is also shaping students' career
choices. Dominique Meyer (Alpina, 2013)
is now studying Astrophysics at the University
of California, San Diego. “My grandfather has
a small telescope and I remember looking
at the moon through it when I was just 11 years
old, so I always looked up at the stars,” he says.
“But I picked up a passion for space through my
teachers.”
Aiglon’s observatory isn’t just used by students.
Sixth-formers use the telescopes for public
outreach, organising “Star Parties” which attract
up to 100 local residents and tourists to see their
dark skies in a different light. “The most amazing
thing we’ve seen was the space shuttle on its last
mission. We got a glimpse of one of its last orbits
around the Earth,” Dominique recalls.
Indeed, despite being thousands of miles away
in San Diego, Dominique remains closely involved
with Aiglon, raising funds to turn the telescopes
into a remote observatory. “The long-term plan is
to set up links to schools in the Round Square
network and enable students around the world to

The most
amazing thing
we’ve seen
was a glimpse
of the space
shuttle on one
of its last
orbits around
the Earth

access the telescope via the web,” he explains.
But perhaps the real power of the observatory
is the passion it continues to inspire in each new
generation of students, as School Guardian,
Nicholas Gorham (Delaware, Upper 6th),
points out. “Picking up a book which discusses
Einstein’s theory of relativity might initially
discourage some people, so I would encourage
everyone to look through a telescope. Thanks to
the Kalouti Observatory we can all do this,” he
says. “And once the passion for astronomy takes
hold, you begin to question all the ordinary little
things. After a twenty-minute discussion on black
holes and the explosions of stars I realise that
humanity is quite insignificant. I find it quite
hard to return to the thought that I have an essay
due in two hours, or that I need to call a friend to
wish them a happy birthday!”
You can help Aiglon’s students explore the
universe and bring astronomy to the world.
Visit www.aiglon.ch/nightsky or contact Joelle
Lambiotte du Lac at advancement@aiglon.ch

Clockwise from top left: the Horsehead Nebula,
Andromeda Galaxy, Orion Nebula, the Pleiades.
All images were taken by students using the
telescope at the Kalouti Observatory.
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Say ‘Hello Aiglon!’
by sending a postcard to
Aiglon Magazine,
Aiglon College,
1885 Chesières, Switzerland.

A
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Step in time: yearbooks
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Hitched

Arthur von Wiesenberger (Alpina,1970)
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Raffles Hotel, Singapore
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Why I love...the view

FELIX ODELL

Ruth Shalom Kinyua
Exeter, Lower 6th

Ruth Kinyua says that the
view from her room at Exeter
is one of her favourite things
about being an Aiglonian

A

All who have passed through
the gates of a school
inevitably reach a point of utter
exhaustion. However, few can
seek inspiration and energy by
merely looking at the view from
their study window. From my
room in Exeter, I continuously
enrich my mind, body and
spirit through appreciating
and meditating on the
natural beauty of the earth –
particularly of the mountains.
Here at Aiglon, we are an
incredible 1,300 feet above
sea level. Nonetheless, the
mountains rise up even higher
outside my window, their snowcapped peaks scouring the
endless stretch of clear, azure
blue skies. Some are too
distant to see clearly, but this

makes little difference.
As a whole, the range creates
a creative contrast of colours:
those in the background exude
a mystical quality, appearing
white, shadowy and misty
and casting a dream-like haze;
those nearer appear darker,
solid, with a bluish-black hue.
Next to the mountains but at
a lower altitude, a dense forest
covers the entire expanse,
progressively paving the way
to a bed of lush, wellmanicured grass, dotted with
cows. I examine the weathered
antique farmhouses adorned
with multi-coloured flowers and
listen to the cows’ tinkling bells.
On opening the window
when I wake, the cool, dewy air
blows in. It kindles my senses,
dragging me from sweet
slumber. While I go through my
day, I beam inwardly, assured
that in the evening a pause
from my work will be rewarded
with a stunning view of the

setting sun, casting the valley in
pink.
Perhaps this is why I no
longer pine for the fiery African
sunsets of home. The silent
whiteness of the snowy
mountains never ceases to
amaze me. And on a few, lucky
days the full beauty of the Alps
is revealed. The entire expanse
below the school is enveloped
in clouds stretching far out to
the mountains. Then, I have the
remarkable feeling of being on
top of the world.
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Under the exacting eye of Head Chef
Pierre-André Cattin, Aiglon’s chefs work hard to
sate the appetites of students.

In thekitchen
Words:
ANNE WOLLENBERG

Photos:

As Head Chef at Aiglon College, Pierre-André
Cattin caters for more than 50 nationalities,
producing everything from falafel to fondue. “It’s
certainly a challenge to please 385 people every
day!” he says. “Different cultures can have very
different ideas about what tastes good – how
much flavour is needed, how sweet something
should be – so we aim to provide a wide choice.”
A total of 10 people work in the Aiglon kitchen.
“We all come from different parts of the world
including Brittany, Portugal, Australia and
Croatia,” says Mr Cattin, who is Swiss. Before
joining Aiglon a decade ago, he worked in
California, the south of France and Egypt, where
he catered for luxury-hotel guests in Sharm
el-Sheikh. “I have experience in all aspects of
hospitality, but my vocation is in the kitchen.”
Mr Cattin and his colleagues cook with a broad
range of ingredients. They might make a dish with
lentils and chickpeas, or Thai spices, for example.
“I’m interested in all sorts of different cuisines,”
says the kitchen’s grill chef , Australian Lars
Frölich. “Cambodian cooking, Indian cooking – I
have so many influences.”
The menus draw most heavily on French
cuisine. “We make a lot of classic dishes such
as ragout and carbonnade de boeuf,” says
Mr Cattin. A fully vegetarian meal is served on
Fridays, and students eat together in their houses
on Sunday evenings after starting the day with
brunch. “They can choose the dish they would
like. It might be something like pizza, raclette
or fondue, or they have the equipment to have
a barbecue.”
Both Mr Cattin and Mr Frölich undertook
training in French haute cuisine. Mr Frölich came
to Aiglon two years ago, having previously run
a high-end catering company in the Swiss Alps,
taught French cookery in Thailand and worked
at esteemed London restaurant Sally Clarke’s.
Nonetheless, Mr Frölich isn’t a big fan of
forward planning. “Some people plan a week
ahead. I like to turn up in the kitchen and decide
there and then what I’m going to make,” he says.
“I come in, look at what everyone is doing, and
do the opposite. I try to make sure I am not
overlapping in any way, so as to provide as much
choice as possible.”
“I love changing every single day,” he adds.
“Personally, I dislike eating the same thing twice
in a week, so I really like the freedom I have in
the Aiglon kitchen.”

FELIX ODELL

A
Top left
Aiglon Head Chef
Pierre-André Cattin.
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Far Left: Mura Iuliani
Above: Lars Frölich and Antonio
Azevedo
Left: Pierre-André Cattin in his
office.

Bottom left: (left to right)
Marques de Abreu, Lars Frölich,
Antonio Azevedo, Mura Iuliani,
Josip Stjepanovic, Ilija Brusnjak
Below right: Girolle and Tête
de Moine cheese
Bottom right: Sous-Chef
Sébastien Chevallier
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Every year, a small group of students
take on the task of surprising,
amusing and delighting their peers
with the Aiglon Yearbook.

Step in time: yearbooks

A+

Not every book gets a welcome like that bestowed
on the Aiglon College Yearbook. How many tomes
are greeted with a spectacular show, complete with
elaborate pyrotechnics or a person abseiling down
a wall James Bond style? How often are new
books paraded around from landmark to landmark,
to rousing applause, like the Olympic torch?
But this is not just any book: Aiglon’s yearbook
neatly encapsulates all that is memorable about our
very unusual community. It contains pages created
by staff and students, pages that are dedicated to the
activities and endeavours that take place within and
outside the curriculum, to different departments
within the school, and to personalities who form part
of the wider Aiglon community.
Huge amounts of work go into its creation, and
students can opt to take part. For Ane Johannessen
(Le Cerf, 2012), currently studying journalism and art
history at the University of New York, participation
in the yearbook began as a way to gain editorial and
journalistic experience. “It was a very small team,
but I think that’s what made the experience so great.
It allowed everyone to be involved in all aspects from
discussions on themes and layout, to taking photos,
designing pages and writing short editorials,” she
says. “As I became more invested in it my focus
shifted from it just being a personal learning experience, to me wanting to help create something that
I felt best reflected the community and captured
the elements that made that particular year special.”
As well as those choosing the yearbook as
a co-curricular option, every graduand also designs
a personal page, explains Claire Chalcraft, Director
of Pastoral Care: “We give the students a design
brief to work with, and the aim is to create a page
that reflects both their personality and their time
here.”

Words:
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2013

“Every student has a different approach and the
results are all real originals,” says Leigh Merchant,
yearbook designer and Publications and Website
Coordinator. “There is some amount of competition,
as the best page wins a yearbook. There are always a
few students who really go to town on it and are
incredibly creative. One student was very interested
in chemistry and used the theme of the periodic
table; another did an Aiglon monopoly board. Some
choose to write more text and include thank-yous
and messages to friends and staff.”
There is a great mystery surrounding the overall
yearbook theme, devised each year by Mrs Chalcraft
and Mr Merchant. Last year the theme was
chocolate, prompted by innovations discussed with
the printers who explained it was possible to include
aromas in printing ink. The yearbook not only looked
like a bar of delicious Swiss chocolate, it smelled
good enough to eat too.
Keeping the theme under wraps is essential to
ensure the unveiling at the Yearbook Show remains
a big event. Phil Sandler (Delaware), now in his fifth
year at Aiglon, says: “Two years ago, there were real
fireworks inside the building. Another year, they made
a really cool video with students running all around
the campus as though they were carrying the
Olympic torch.”
“It’s wonderfully over the top,” says Mrs Chalcraft.
The event marks the end of an era for graduating
students, and, says Ane, is “bittersweet.” But the
yearbook itself provides a precious keepsake, as
alumnus Jan Schnewlin (Alpina, 2013) explains: “It
brings back all of the things that happened back in
those Aiglon years, from being a young boy in BPF2
to a house captain in upper sixth. Expedition photos,
pictures of my classmates, old friends, you name it,
all come together year after year. It’s a wonderful
thing to have.”

2010

Keeping the theme under
wraps is essential to
ensure the unveiling at the
Yearbook Show remains
a big event
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Summer 2013 results

Tony Jashanmal Sports
Centre

Tennis

All sports got off to a flying start this term
with the new Tony Jashanmal Sports Centre,
which opened in 2012, and which Head
of Sport Michael Thompson describes as
“fantastic. It's a busy place, and has really
improved the school.”
“It’s made a huge difference,” agrees
Simon Hayden, Head of PE. “There wasn't
anything beforehand – we had to go and use
communal facilities. Just the sheer size of it
and what you can fit in makes an absolutely
massive difference.”

In tennis, the dynamic duo Yulia
Sholomitskaya (Le Cerf, 5th Form) and
Marina Filina (Le Cerf, 5th Form) proved
near unbeatable, winning the SGIS girls’
doubles as well as the ADISR girls’ doubles.

Athletics

Sports

David Mansfield
Aiglon’s ski coach.

Aiglon’s athletic squad picked up an
impressive medal haul at the SGIS Athletics
Championships in Lucerne, coming home
with a phenomenal 17 medals in the Senior
category and four in the Juniors. The squad
finished fourth overall and also set a new
SGIS record. Stella Chukwu (Clairmont,
3rd Form) broke all previous discus records
with a distance of 18.69m. This throw also
broke the 33-year-old school record of
18.04m, set in 1980 by Clarissa WindischGraetz (Clairmont,1980).

SGIS Athletics Championships
results
Gold
Junior girls discus
Stella Chukwu
(Clairmont, 3rd Form)

Silver
Senior girls shotput
Jessica Varga-Papp
(Clairmont, Lower 6th)
Senior boys shotput
Lewis McDonald
(Alpina, Upper 6th)

A

Junior girls discus
Darina Satdinova
(Exeter, 4th Form)
Senior boys
400 metres
Vladislav
Ponamarenko
(Belvedere, Lower 6th)

Words:
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Junior girls shotput
Stella Chukwu
(Clairmont, 3rd Form)

Bronze
Senior boys
100 metres
Calixte Mestelan
(Alpina, Upper 6th)
Senior boys
long jump
Lewis McDonald
(Alpina, Upper 6th)
Senior boys
200 metres
Vladislav
Ponamarenko
(Belvedere, Lower 6th)
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Senior boys
4x400 metres relay
Lewis McDonald
(Alpina, Upper 6th),
Vinh Tran
(Alpina, 5th Form),
Hugo Ng
(Delaware, 5th Form),
Vladislav
Ponamarenko
(Belvedere, Lower 6th)
Senior girls
4x400 metres relay
Larissa Kirkpatrick
(Le Cerf, 5th Form),
Anthea Rosenbaum
(Le Cerf, 4th Form),
Ola (Aleksandra)
Dabrowska
(Clairmont, Upper 6th),
Teddy (Teodora)
Kozarova
(Clairmont, Upper 6th)
Junior boys
4x100 metres relay
Aghazakir Abbasov
(Alpina, 4th Form),
Kosuke Niizuma
(Alpina, 4th Form),
Shamsi Safarov
(Alpina, 3rd Form),
Josh Thompson
(Alpina, 3rd Form).

Winter 2014
The ski team hopes to get the new year off
to a flying start with two major competitions:
first, the Aiglon FIS Race, which runs
between 12–14 February. Organised in
conjunction with local ski clubs, the College’s
international racers – there are currently
nearly 60 students in training groups at
Aiglon – will attend as part of their season.
The 2014 competition follows the success of
last year's event, which put Aiglon firmly
back on the global ski calendar. “We did
a good job last year and will have an even
better field this year,” says Aiglon Ski Coach
David Mansfield.
A month later, on 13–14 March, the Aiglon
College Cup takes place. Part of the British
race calendar, the competition is also an
invitational for any schoolboy or schoolgirl
racers who can compete during the week
before the Inter-School Ski Championship in
France.
While the best students are already
competing in FIS races, the Aiglon ski squad
will also be taking on other schools and
colleges.
“We compete against other international
schools in Switzerland and, because there's
a British link with the school, we also
compete in British schoolboys’ races, British
schoolgirls’ races and then the inter-school
ski challenge, which is also another British
calendar event,” explains Mr Mansfield. “In
most categories, we'd definitely be hoping
for the podium. At most events we go to
we’d expect that – and when other schools
see we're entering, they know we’re bringing
good racers.”
That includes all Aiglon’s local rivals,
including long-time opponents Le Rosey.
“It was very much a two-horse race for many
years, but in the last couple of years it’s
suddenly lots of teams winning team cups,”
says Mr Mansfield. “I think it’s good to have
that team spirit. People know, ‘I might not be
the top racer in the school, but I can still be
a gold-medal winner if I’ve got the third-best
time.’ That’s important.”
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Hitched

Angela Hervey (Clairmont,
1990) and her fiancé,
Mark Beards, married on
17 November 2012 at
Highclere Castle, Berkshire.

Angela Hervey & Mark Beards

A

(Clairmont, 1990)

Interview:

A number of Aiglonians
travelled to the English
countryside to celebrate
Angela and Mark’s marriage,
including Angela’s sister
Sarah Hervey, now Kendall
(Exeter, 1991), Melissa
Halbach-Merz (Clairmont,
1991) and Lavinia Graham,
now Thompson (Chantecler,
1990).
Angela says her favourite
memory of the occasion is of
watching her new husband
taking to the stage to perform
Journey’s classic rock hit
Don’t Stop Believin’ with the
live band!

CARRIE DUNN

We are always delighted to
hear about Aiglonian lives.
Update classmates and friends
at www.aiglonlife.ch or to
feature in Hitched please email
advancement@aiglon.ch
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Angela, an executive
assistant, met her future
husband, a management
consultant, at a work function
four years ago, having been
introduced by a friend.
Mark left the company soon
after but the couple stayed in
touch as friends before finally
having their first date a year
later – a lunch in the centre of
London, followed by a trip to
the annual Winter Wonderland
festival in Hyde Park.
The newlyweds live in
Wandsworth, south-west
London, near to where Angela
grew up.

